Англійська мова . Вступ у 7 клас
1 Circle the correct answers.
1 Which relative is not a woman?
a) niece b) daughter c) nephew d) aunt
2 Which item of clothes do you not wear on your feet?
3 Which film does not have real people in it?
a) thriller b) action c) comedy d) animated
4 Which adjective of feeling is positive?
a) worried
b) pleased c) jealous
d) sad
5 Which character adjective is negative?
a) cheerful
b) brave
c) loyal
d) cruel
6 Which one a small computer you can carry?
a) desktop b) scanner
c) laptop
d) webcam
7 Which job is not a medical profession?
a) mechanic b) vet
c) nurse
d) surgeon
8 Which health problem does not affect part of your head?
a) earache b) a cold c) a broken arm
d) a headache
9 Which animal lives in the sea?
a) leopard
b) dolphin
c) rhino
d) panda
2. Circle the correct words.
1 Simon study / studies maths and chemistry at college.
2 We isn’t watching / aren’t watching TV right now.
3 Henry didn’t enjoy / didn’t enjoyed the film.
4 I climbed up the ladder then I jumped / was jumping into the pool.
5 Mary is going phone/ to phone Sue later.
6 They’ll help / to help Eddie to organize the party.
7 If I see/will see Jenny I will ask her about her driving test.
8 Louise is slimer / slimmer than her sister.
9There are some/ any Chinese students in my school. In fact, there are five of them.
3. Read the text and circle T (true) or F (false).
The zoo vet
If you like animals you’ll love Manish Pandey’s job. He’s a vet at Chester Zoo, the largest zoo in England, and one of
the biggest in the world. In his job, Manish must look after some incredible
wild animals, including spiders with broken legs and giraffes with sore throats.
On a typical day, Manish gets to work at eight o’clock, and has a meeting with the zoo hospital team before he goes to
see the animals. He visits sick animals and talks to the zookeepers. He often checks an animal’s eyes or teeth because that’s a
good way to find out if they are ill. He’ll
also do operations in the morning if any animals have an injury.
Manish grew up India and always wanted to be a vet. He came to England to train and worked in South Africa before
he got his present job. He doesn’t earn much money in his job because zoos don’t make a lot of money, but he really enjoys
his work. Being a vet in a zoo isn’t more difficult
than looking after dogs and cats but it’s more interesting because you learn something new every
day. All animals are different so when an animal that Manish hasn’t met before gets ill he enjoys
trying to discover what the problem is.
1 Manish Pandey works at a large zoo in England.
T/F
2 Manish only looks after large animals like lions and giraffes. T / F
3 Manish starts his working day with a meeting.
T/F
4 Manish’s present job is also his first job.
T/F
5 Manish isn’t paid a lot of money in his job .
T/F
3. Writing
1 You are on holiday in Thailand and you are going to write an email to a friend telling him / her
about your holiday. Write about 100 words. Include this information:
- where you are writing from
- where you went yesterday and where you’re going to morrow
- when you’re coming home and when you’ll see your friend again.
Connect your ideas with and, but and because, and too and also. Check the spelling and
punctuation of your email.

Англійська мова. Вступ у 8 клас
1.Choose the correct words.
1 Where were / was you yesterday?
2 What time did you have / had you breakfast this morning?
3 I wrote / was writing a lot of e-mails yesterday.
4 While I walked / was walking home, it started to rain.
5 At 6 o’clock yesterday I was doing / did my homework.
6. I look / am looking for my passport at the moment.
7. I want a few/ a little water.
8. How many/much money do you have?
9. On Sundays we don’t have to go/ mustn’t go to school.
10.He always wears / is wearing a suit to work.
11.They often go / go often to the sports centre in the evening.
12.My sister often is / is often tired because she works very hard.
13. If the weather is / will be fine, we will go for a walk.
2. Read the text and circle T (true) or F (false).
It was four o’clock in the afternoon one Friday. Charlie was walking home from school. He was veryhappy
because it was Friday. He went through the park and then across a busy road. He was walking along the
river bank when he saw a green bag on the ground. He picked it up and looked inside. There were some
papers in the bag, a mobile phone and a wallet with a lot of money inside. Charlie didn’t know what to do. He
looked in his pockets and found his mobile phone. He phoned his father.
‘Dad’, said Charlie. ‘I was walking home from school when I found a bag. There’s some money inthe bag.
What should I do?’
Charlie’s father was very surprised. ‘Quickly take it to the police station,’ he said. ‘Tell the police you found the
bag by the river’.
Charlie took the bag and started walking towards the police station. The police station was on thebusy road
near the park. He went inside. A policewoman was talking to a man. ‘I lost a very important bag this
morning,’ the man said to the policewoman. ‘I lost it somewherenear the river’.
‘Excuse me,’ said Charlie. ‘I think this is your bag. I found it just now while I was walking along theriver bank’.
The man was very happy. He gave Charlie 50 pounds for finding his bag.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Charlie was walking to school.
It was Monday afternoon.
He saw a green bag on the ground.
There were some papers, a mobile phone and a wallet in the bag.
He phoned his mother.
The police station was near the park.

T/F
T/F
T/F
T/F
T/F
T/F

Writing : Do you remember the first time you met your best friend? Tell the story of how you met (write about 50
words)
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Grammar
Task 1
Complete the sentences with the adjectives in the comparative or superlative form.
1 This shopping centre is ……………………….. (expensive) one in the city!
2 Those sunglasses are ……………………….. (nice) than this pair.
3 Carluccio’s restaurant serves ………………….. (good) pasta in town!
4 Football is much ……………………….. (exciting) to watch than cricket.
5 I think that film is ……………………….. (bad) in the whole series.
6 The coffee is ……………………….. (strong) here than in the other café.
Task 2
Put the verbs in brackets into the present perfect or the past simple.
1 A: …………………………… (you/ever/hear) the band perform live?
B: No, but I …………………………… (listen) to all their albums.
2 A: …………………………… (you/bake) the mince pies yet?
B: Yes, I …………………………… (try) one this morning; they’re delicious!
3 A: I …………………………… (never/wear) fancy dress to a festival before.
B: Neither have I, but I ………………………… (order) my costume last night.
4 A: …………………………… (you/already/ wrap) Jane’s birthday presents?
B: No, I …………………………… (not/buy) the wrapping paper yet.
5 A: I …………………………… (never/see) such beautiful fireworks!
B: I know, I’m glad I …………………………… (catch) it all on video!
Task 3
Reading
Read the text and match the headings (A-D) to the paragraphs (1-3).
A
Make a difference
B
The worst kind of rubbish
C
Endangered species
D
A negative impact on life
1

It’s no secret that our planet is suffering because of pollution. But did you know that there are nearly 270,000 tons of
plastic floating in the world’s oceans? In one part of the ocean there is so much plastic that it has even got a name;
the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. What is especially worrying is that this plastic doesn’t break down. It breaks up into
smaller and smaller pieces, but it never disappears.
2

All this plastic is very dangerous for the creatures that make the sea their home. Sea birds and sea turtles eat things
like plastic bags because they believe that they are food and die as a result. Also, the tiny pieces of plastic contain
toxic chemicals and this affects the sea’s food chain. Small fish eat these tiny pieces releasing the chemicals into their
bodies. These chemicals then pass up the food chain eventually reaching our dinner tables.
3

Luckily there are things we can do to address the problem. First of all, if we use less plastic, we will reduce the amount
of plastic rubbish that we throw away. Furthermore, every person has to take responsibility for what they do throw
away. If every one recycled more of their plastic rubbish, then there would be less of it to pollute the land and sea.
Finally, more people should support conservation groups who are working to clean up our polluted beaches. If
everyone works together, then we can protect our oceans and marine life.
Task 4
Writing
Read the rubric and write your email.
Your English e-friend, Michael, can’t decide which sport to take up: hockey or cycling and he asks you for your
opinion. Write an email telling Michael what you think (50-100 words).
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I.
Read the text below and decide whether the following statements are true or false.
Ask anyone where they plan to celebrate at least part of the annual Kyiv Days Festival on the last weekend of May, and
their answer will be — Andriyivsky Uzviz (Andrew's Descent) of course! Over the centuries, this twisting 850-meter street
has wound its way up between the lush hills of the capital into the cultural; and spiritual heart of Kyiv. Its collection of
several dozen picturesque buildings is soaked in history that stretches back a thousand years. Intellectuals, craftsmen and
artists have gravitated towards Andrew's Descent for generations.
Like many historic places, the origin of Andrew's Descent is part myth and legend. Today's Descent was first mentioned
in the 11th century. Then it was the main road between several towns. However, Saint Andrew blessed the surrounding hills and
foretold the future glory of Kyiv during a visit during the first half of the 1st century. The place where Saint Andrew put a cross
in memory of his vision is now the location of the magnificent Baroque style Saint Andrew's Church.
1. Andrew's Descent is a flat 850-meter long street.
2. Many people come to Andrew's Descent to celebrate May 1.
3. Andrew's Descent has many beautiful historical buildings.
4. Intellectuals, craftsmen and artists have lived on Andrew's Descent for many generations.
5. The history of Andrew's Descent is known exactly.
6. Andrew's Descent used to connect several towns.
7. Saint Andrew blessed the church and told of the glory of Kiev.
8. Andrew's Descent was first written about in the 11th century.
9. Saint Andrew's Church was built in a classical style.
10. The Kyiv Days Festival happens every year.
II.
Choose the correct answer (a, b, c, d)
1. I couldn't eat ______ before the exam.
a.nothing b.anything
c.everything d.something
2. Please, pass me the remote. ______ TV.
a.I'm watching b.I will watch
c.I'm going to watch d.I might watch
3. I'll call you when I ______ home.
a.arrive b.'m going to arrive c.will arrive d.arrived
4. ______ Japan?
a.Have you ever gone in b.Do you have been in c.Have you ever been to d.Have you ever been into
5. He drives very ______.
a.slow b.slower c.more slowly d.slowly
6. Can you ______ the lights? I can't see.
a.open b.turn on c.start d.put on
7. We couldn't find a taxi, ______ we walked home.
a.so b.because c.but
d.although
8. Tomorrow I _____ get up early; it's my day off.
a.mustn't b.must c.haven't to d.don't have to
9. I ______ this coffee. It tastes horrible.
a.am not like b.don't like c.'m not liking d.not like
10. We ______ yesterday.
a.arrived b.did arrive c.have arrived d.have arrived
III.
Writing Comprehension
1. The world has greatly changed in the last 100 years. What do you think the world will be like 100 years from
now? Do you think it will be a better place or a worse place than it is today? Use examples to support your
opinion.
2. Having goals in life is important because it keeps you focused and allows you to set priorities. What are some
goals you have set for yourself? Have you made steps towards accomplishing these goals? What are some
obstacles you have faced and overcome while trying to reach your goals?

